SO, HOW ARE THE CHILDREN OF COLOR IN SETTING IV EBD PROGRAMS?

EBD is the acronym for Emotional Behavior Disorder, a special education disability category commonly associated with behavior issues.

STUDENTS OF COLOR MAKE UP 66% of pupils in 287 EBD programs

STUDENTS IN 287 EBD PROGRAMS ARE 2X AS LIKELY TO BE HOMELESS

STUDENTS IN 287 EBD PROGRAMS ELIGIBLE FOR FREE/REDUCED MEALS 63%

STUDENTS OF COLOR IN SETTING IV SPECIAL EDUCATION ARE ARGUABLY THE MOST DISADVANTAGED IN THE PUBLIC EDUCATION SYSTEM

FEWER ACADEMIC OPPORTUNITIES HAVE LED TO SOME OF THE WORST OUTCOMES IN THE NATION

287 READING PROFICIENCY

- Above Target (20%)
- Below Target (8%)
- Well Below Target (72%)

287 MATH PROFICIENCY

- Above Target (5.94%)
- Below Target (11.88%)
- Well Below Target (82.18%)

Academic Screening of 287 Students of Color Using MAP and Fastbridge

Fall 18-19 thru Fall 19-20

Students of Color in K-12

EBD Programs